OWNER OPERATOR

The ELHOM® Solution App,

a digital solution for teams working in Construction,
Commissioning, Maintenance and Operations

Construction, Commissioning, Operation
and Maintenance made simpler

Managing an industrial structure, production site, extended system, or
distributed fleet during the project or operation phase covers many requirements:
availability and performance of the industrial facility, regulatory and energy
issues, safety of the participants and inhabitants in situ, as well as finding ways
of optimising maintenance resources.

Demo

The ELHOM® App contributes to improve performance and safety of
your industrial plants. A single mobility tool gives you access to the
main functions: Cockpit - Works reference base - Viewing Mapping Document base - Activity forms - Managing spare capacity, etc.

The Worksite and Maintenance/Operations teams:

- Use a single reference system to be self-sufficient when working in situ
- Work more efficiently on the equipment while complying with vendor documentation and OMM manuals
- Can check in situ that the construction complies with the design

The supervision teams during the engineering phase:

- Have a tool for consolidating technical data gradually built up over the design phase
- Can share information with the project partners and stakeholders
- Can view the Project’s Key indicators: Progress on engineering, construction, purchasing and commissioning deliverables

The Owner/Operator of an Asset Portfolio:

- Produces its digital identity, improves its brand image
- Promotes, communicates and supports the digital transformation in its organisation
- Rolls out a system that guarantees the data integrity of its physical plants’ over its entire Asset Portfolio
- Highlights its ability to equip its teams with innovative tools that contribute to better work conditions and the protection of personnel
- Cuts its IS budget by half compare to on premises instanciation
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DEXIP is a wholly-owned subsidiary of ENGIE Solutions (€10 Bn in turnover, 50,000 employees). It specialises in
Asset Information Management. DEXIP enhances the value of the data related to the physical plants with its
ELHOM® Solution App, providing teams in the field with the resources they need to improve efficiency in their dayto-day engineering and maintenance work. DEXIP provides its expertise to operators, engineering firms and
service providers in the fields of energy (Oil & Gas, Power Generation, Urban distribution networks) Defense and
public transmission networks.
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